A Word of Gratitude

I consider myself very fortunate to have pursued my Ph.D. research work under the supervision of an eminent and distinguished scientist and an acclaimed academician of Prof. D. Kishore’s calibre, Ex-Head, Department of Chemistry, (Presently Offg. Secretary and Dean, Administration of the University) and Mrs. Nisha Kishore for inspiring me and motivating me from their heart and soul during the course of this work.

He left no stone unturned to guide me in every realm of my task. I pray to god to bestow him with prosperity and divine vision. I wish him from the bottom of the heart

“The place of reverenced guru is highest in one’s life. I thank God to have provided me the blessings of a true and sincere Guru like - D. K. Sir.

A true guru enlightens disciples and takes away from dark and mitigate all obstacles.”